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Purpose of the experiments



The external view of UCG-08
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Introduce about equipment
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About equipment, when the body is taken, coming into view of a Main control board ,a Sensor board, and two 
Recording devices.
The main control board does the main control of the rocket. (For example, launching of the rocket, opening of the 
parachute, and releasing of the satellite .) 
The sensor board is installed an Accelerometer, a pressure sensor and a GPS sensor . Those sensors measure 
each data, and send the result to Main control board and record on some SD cards.
Recording devices record the image of omnidirectional camera and CCD(back) camera on each SD card. 



Introduce about equipment
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When turning it inside out, coming into view of a transmitter board, a power amplifier , a GPS receiver board, a 
power supply board , and three batteries
The Transmitter board sends the electric wave to inform of the position of the rocket. Moreover, the power 
amplifier is used to make the sent electric wave strong. 
The GPS receiver acquires the location information of the rocket, and sends data to the main control device and 
the ground. It is useful for searching of the rocket.
The power supply board supplies the electrical energy sent from the battery to each board. Each board needs 
different voltage. So it is necessary to control voltage with the power supply board. 



About omnidirectional camera



Quasi-satellite
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This is quasi-satellite. It has two propellers, one battery, GPS sensor and parachute. 
And a beacon and a SD card are installed in the backside.
It is controlled by PIC.



Time sequence

Launch 0 sec.

Give off satellite 11 sec.

Open parachute 
14 sec.



Result of UCG-08

•
•
•
•

•

On rocket

On quasi-satellite

Why wasn’t GPS data got ?
PIC program had to be rewritten before lift off, but we forgot to do it. 



Explanation of result (acc sensor)
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You can see time of launching, opening parachute, and landing rocket .
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Explanation of result ( )
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Pressure sensor data was written on SD card. But, this data is strange. Because, 
pressure must be changed by launching , speed down for opening parachute , and so 
on. Check this graph. Pressure had not changed .
It is thought that it is because the voltage adjustment device had moved by the 
impact of the launching. 



Explanation of result (Satellite GPS )

GPS data was influenced by number of GPS satellites. So, a big change is done to these 
GPS data. 

First point of getting GPS data



Rocket’s flying movie (bottom camera)
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Rocket’s flying movie (omnidirectional camera)
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Conclusion
•

•
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